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ABSTRACT

THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE TO TOTAL SHAREHOLDER RETURN IN PT TELKOM INDONESIA (PERSERO) Tbk

By

Irena Santi Widjaja
Dr. Ir. Yosman Bustaman, MBA, Advisor
Dr. Antonius TP. Siahaan, SE, Akt, MM, Co Advisor

SWISS GERMAN UNIVERSITY

The main purpose of this thesis is to study and to analyze the impact of financial performance to Total Shareholder Return (TSR) in PT Telkom Indonesia (Persero) Tbk (Telkom) by using shareholder value approach which concentrates on measuring financial returns to shareholders. Telkom’s financial performance currently is measured based on accounting review (Revenue Growth, EBITDA Growth, and Net Income Growth) not yet based on value based financial performance (Economic Profit, Market Value Added and Created Shareholder Value). Based on multiple regression linear test there is no impact of accounting based measures of financial performance rather than value based measured of financial performance to TSR, it is recommended that Telkom must start to concern with value based measures of financial performance to influence TSR. The author realize there is agency problem that Government as Telkom's majority shareholder control the firm and Telkom's management must balance Government's interest and other shareholder's interest.

Keywords: Shareholder value approach, Total Shareholder Return, Growth, financial performance, agency problem.
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